DIAGNOSTIC OF GOVERNANCE OF MARITIME POLICIES
The diagnostic of the governance is the base of evolution of our maritime policies. The results of this
work are waited by numerous responsibles of the EU administration and Mediterranean organisations.
We have a lot of different cases in our partnership and we created a questionnaire for two principal
visions;
- The global vision of maritime policies at the level of your organisation
- The governance of each thematic of MAREMED project
The technical coordinators of each partner will receive the complete questionnaire
The members of each thematic working group will receive just their own part.
All the questionnaires must be filled by all the partners for this diagnostic phase and they will be
purposed to the 50 regions of maritime working group of the Inter-Mediterranean Commission of
the CPMR.
How to fill the questionnaires ?
The files are in “Word software” and you can fill all the questions as you like and you can adapt the
questions to your case if its necessary. You can give examples, internet links, maps...
Language; please, fill it in your language and in English
Visibility in the website;
We will realize a presentation document for each partner with your geographical presentation and the
official documents you will send us (maritime policies, regional laws...). For that, it will be interesting to
have a short summary in English of your principal documents (useful for your own website). We will
realize it with you during the year 2011.
Confidentiality: If you have confidential information, just to be used by MAREMED partnership and
not to be put in the MAREMED website, you can indicate it like that; (for MAREMED internal).
Return of answers;
- We thank the technical coordinators of each partner to collect the answers of all the governance
files and send it to Corine LOCHET clochet@regionpaca.fr and Benoît VASSELIN
bvasselin@regionpaca.fr
- For the thematic questionnaires; we thank you to send it to the thematic coordinators of
MAREMED project and copy to clochet@regionpaca.fr.
The date to return it; The Governance diagnostic must be finished in next March in official
MAREMED agenda. We need a first view of the situation before the 28th of January and we will do the
analysis of your answers during February. You can send us your first version in your language in
January (sorry for Creta and Cyprus but I’m not able to read greek...Corine LOCHET) and the English
version during February, before 15th.
We will have a meeting at the beginning of March in Tuscany to discuss the results and the way of
their valorisation.
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GLOBAL MARITIME GOVERNANCE
Geographical presentation of your region (like you did it during the kick off meeting of
MAREMED)
We thank you to join a map of the region with:
- Coastal areas with a minimum size of coastal watersheds: Length of coastline; Beaches, extreme
meteorological events,
Total extension of the regional coast: 172 km.
Links to the detailed coastal maps and problems (split into municipalities maps units)
http://www.autoritabacino.marche.it/costa/piano/index.htm
Es.

- Population, principal sources of problems (erosion, pollution, conflicts among users), principal
large rivers, continental shelf.
Total numbers of municipalities along the coast: 23
Population: 587.585
Numbers of fishing and tourist ports: 9
Overall extension of coastal stretches in erosion: 54,65 Km

Internal Governance and budget
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- Do you have a political delegate for maritime affairs? And/ Or for any MAREMED's theme?
YES
- Do you have an official maritime policy identified with a publishable document in the MAREMED
website? RM have maritime policies split into several different Unit (ex. Unit environment deals with
coastal management, water pollution policy; Unit Civil protection deals with data collection of
meteorological issues also for coastal areas).
- Do you have one or different technical offices for ICZM, Fishing, Coastline management or protection,
research, cartography and GIS, maritime transports or eventually an office integrating the management
of maritime affairs ? We have different technical office and we have not a maritme integrated policy
Unit.
- Do you have a specialized budget or an earmarking action to identify the maritime budget in the
different offices and Directions concerned of your region or organization? if yes, amount by year? Each
Unit have a specific budget. The budget for fisheries regional policy is € 800.000,00 per year. As the
other Units have a unique budget for the global sector is not possible to extract the quota for each
maritime policy.
- Do you have a special mention in your international policy for maritime affairs? YES. We have the
Secretariat for Adriatic Area http://www.seadriatic.net/index.php?lang=english and the Adriatic and
Ionian Initiative http://www.aii-ps.org/. The both mentioned initiatives have working groups in the
Adriatic and Ionian Area dealing with different policies.

Tools of Maritime policies
- Do you have a GIS for coastal management? (You can give a link for MAREMED website) YES.
- Do you have a consultation structure with maritime activities representants? We have different
consultation structures with public and private representatives for each maritime policy. Those
structures rarely interact between each other.
- Do you have a regular consultation event or a regular publication for professional or public? We have
different publication for each maritime policy not regular.

Bottom up governance; for each theme or global maritime policy
Do you have common tools or formal relations for the management or data exchange with your State?
YES (formal).
Do you have common tools or formal relations for the management or data exchange with EU? YES
(formal).
Do you have common tools or formal relations for the management or data exchange with MAP or one
of its RAC? NO.

Top down governance; for each theme or global maritime policy
Did you transfer or have a co-management of the themes of maritime policies with:
- other levels of local government;
- professionals;
- NGOs
YES. We have with have with other levels of local government and professional.

Relations with the research organisations
Did you create programs of exchange of needs and results with searchers in the maritime themes? NO.
Do you work in any way with private or public research institutions (private companies, universities,
etc…) YES. With public and private research institutions.

Transnational governance;
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Are you involved in thematic networks in maritime themes (CPMR...EU-MAP, Mediterranean networks,
working groups...); YES.
Are you involved in thematic projects (EU MAP). YES
Are you involved in inter-regional or inter-state agreements? YES.

THEMATIC ISSUES;
GOVERNANCE OF FISHING
Internal Governance and budget
- Do you have a political delegate specially dedicated to fishing policy ? YES.
- Do you have an official fishing policy identified with a publishable document in a website? YES.
LINK: http://www.pesca.marche.it/web/PROGRAMMAZ/Piano-Trie/index.htm
- What is your office dedicated to fishing policy? The office produced the following relevant acts:
- Regional Low n. 11/2004 “Regulations for the aquaculture and fisheries sectors” (issued by Marche
Region)
- The three-year regional plan for fisheries and aquaculture 2009-2011 (issued by Marche Region);
- DGR n. 1413/2005 and DGR n. 1006/2005 –plan of regional state-owned sea areas for aquaculture
and scientific research activities.
The department management is Managing Authority for European Found for Fisheries (EEF 20072013).
- Do you have a specialized budget for fishing policy? The budget for fisheries regional policy is €
800.000,00 per year.

Tools of Maritime policies
- Do you have a database or a GIS or a part of your global GIS dedicated to fishing? (You can give a link
for MAREMED website) NO
- Do you have a fishing consultation structure with maritime activities representant ? YES
- Do you have a regular consultation event on fishing theme or a regular publication for professional or
public? We have regular consultations but not regular consultations.

Bottom up governance; for Fishing
Do you have common tools, formal relations, or data exchange on fishing thematic with your State?
YES.
Do you have common tools, formal relations, or data exchange on fishing thematic with EU? YES.
Do you have common tools, formal relations, or data exchange on fishing thematic with MAP or one of
its RAC? NO.

Top down governance; for Fishing
Did you transfer management or do you have a co-management process for fishing with:
- other levels of local government;
- professionals;
- NGOs
YES. We have it with other levels of local government and professionals.

Relations with the research organisations
Did you create programs of exchange of needs and results with searchers in the fishing themes? NO.
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Do you work in any way with private or public research institutions (private companies, universities,
etc.)YES.

Transnational governance;
Are you involved in thematic networks for fishing themes (CPMR...EU-MAP, working groups...); YES.
Are you involved in thematic projects (EU MAP) and how would you describe the sustainability of the
network at the end of the projects. NO.
Are you involved in inter-regional or inter-state agreements for fishing theme? YES.
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